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Term I
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Note to the Teacher

The second part begins with a lively poem on the experience of 

cycling.The Poem ‘Going downhill on a bicycle’ by Henry Charles Beeching 

makes the child get excited while he rides on the bicycle as it ‘makes the 

lungs laugh and throat cry’. It is a beautiful comparison of the boy’s 

experience with that of the bird.
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to fetch water and 3 kilometers to take lunch for father when you are 

busy. You can’t call me lazy.”

      In fact, nobody in their home was lazy. Malar would walk 1 

kilometre with her friends to school and back. She and her friends 

would chat and play all the way back.
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Use – [younger, older, eldest, youngest] in the given sentences

1) Malar is ______________ than Arul.
2) Ponni is the ____________daughter of Kathirvel and Shanthi.
3) Arul is the _____________ of the four children.
4) Mallika is ______________than Ponni.
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fetch:

irregular:

cultivate:

upset:

discussion:

 

 

 

 

 

collect

separated by 
periods of time that are 
not equal

to prepare the 
land for growing crops or 
plants

very sad, worried or 
angry about something

a conversation 
about something 
important

gruffly :        
 

in deep 
     and harsh
     sounding
     voice
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Do you Know?
The first, bicycles were
made from wooden 
wheels!

Write a paragraph of about 60

 words about Malar.

energy        
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Make sentences 
using descriptive 
words to describe 
each part

1. How far from home was Mallika's tailoring class?

2. Why did she say, “If there is anyone who needs a bicycle, it is me”?

3. What do you think about Mallika’s feeling when she told her mother not to call 
her ‘lazy’?

4. Why do you think Malar's father did not want the women in his house to learn 
how to cycle?

5. Why do you think he changed his mind?

6. Do you think Malar’s dream will come true? 

7. How did Mallika and Shanthi learn to ride a bicycle?
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live, was, were, 
decide, learn, 
attend, scold, walk, 
tired, busy, chat, 
play, missed

I am going to _______ 
cricket with my friends in 
the garden.
She had ____the school bus 
today as she woke up late.

a person, place or

thing

bicycle, farmer, 

sister, brother, 

mother, father, 

village, road, school, 

family

In a dream, Malar saw 
herself riding a new 
_______to ____.The 
____________ of Keeranur 
is in Pudukottai district.

hardworking, two, 
eleven, lazy, old, 
brand new, upset

My brother has ______  
books.
I am ____________ years 
old.

always, regularly, 
gruffly, along, 
often

Rohan took his pet dog 
_____ with him to the park.
Her hair is ___________ 
tied in a neat ponytail.

she, her, they, you,

their, he, his, my

Malar lived in a village. 
_____ has two sisters and a 
brother.

to, in, with, from, 

of, on

She walked ___ 
school every day.

Malar ___ Mallika are 

sisters.

Oh!, keep quiet! “____! It's started to rain”

the, a, an, She saw 

herself riding _ 

new bicycle.

“Give me ___ umbrella”
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In preparation – It is fun to ride a bicycle! Here is a 

poem describing a bicycle ride. What would you feel if 

you were given a bicycle to ride?

With lifted feet, hands still, 

I am poised, and down the hill 

Dart, with heedful mind; 

The air goes by in a wind. 

Swifter and yet more swift, 

Till the heart with a mighty lift 

Makes the lungs laugh, the throat cry: -- 

'O bird, see; see, bird, I fly. 

‘Is this, is this your joy? 

O bird, then I, though a boy 

for a golden moment share your feathery life in air!’

Going downhill on a Bicycle 

-Henry Charles Beeching 
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New phrases and their meaning 

 leave the level ground  and go down the hill.

 The poet breaks the line at an odd place in a sentence to 
give us the feel of changing over from level ground to the slope.

 If the rider lost his grip on the handlebar and failed to keep 
his balance, there could be an accident!

  full of excitement

 with mounting tension and joy at the same time

 the rider laughs and shouts out to an imaginary bird in 
flight.

 “Look, you bird! I am flying just as you are now! 
The bird too often stops flapping its wings as the boy stops pedalling.

the life of a feathered bird; the joy of flying freely in the 
sky        

and down the hill dart: -

the heart, with a mighty lift:-

O bird…..I fly! : -

feathery life:- 

Explanation -

Explanation -

Explanation-

Explanation-

Answer these to understand the poem

1. Is the boy afraid that he might fall off the bicycle?

2. What does he feel when he is on it?

3. Is he a rash rider? How do we know he is or isn't?

4. How do you know that the rider is a boy?

5. What does the boy wish for sometimes?

New Words

 

 

 

  

poised:

dart:

 heedful :

swift: 

mighty lift:

balanced

sudden and quick 
movement 

careful

quick

full of 
excitement

If you are asked to wish for something, what could you wish for?

down, feet, throat, air
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Skimming is used to find the main ideas of a text quickly. Remember, 

skimming is not a substitute for careful reading!  It is usually done before 

reading a text.

Scanning is a technique used when one is searching for information in a 

passage. It helps, to find key words.

Start skimming this passage - run your eyes over the lines. Try to read as 

fast as you can. What is it about?

Which word
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Note to the Teacher

Audrey Heller’s Poem ‘Hopes and Dreams’ tells how we can 

make our life worthwhile by adhering to the thought and going an extra 

mile to reach the goal.
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Have you ever enjoyed a boat ride? 

What are boats used for?
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pierce: 

favourite: 

New Words

if light 
suddenly shines very 
brightly

the person 
or thing you like the 
most

 bite off small 
bits

 
encouraging, 
comforting

nibble:

reassuring:



Descriptive phrases and their meanings

blue grey – a bluish grey colour,

dawn sky- is the time that marks the beginning of a new day 

before sunrise,

 pale moon- dim light of the moon

 reassuring answer- an answer that makes you feel less worried

fertile fields – land/field that is able to produce good crops or 

plants

wooden plank – a long narrow piece of wood used for making 

floors/boats/furniture etc.

Answer the following with reference to context:

“I hope so”.

a. Who said these words and to whom?

b. When was this said?

c. Why was it said?
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orphan: child whose 
parents have died

 a small wave in 
the water

made a 
picture of something 
in one’s mind

achieve 
something that you 
have planned or 
hoped for

extremely 
surprised or shocked

ripple:

imagined:

realized: 

astounded: 
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Writing Task

Give a gist/synopsis of the story of Adityan, in not more than 60 -70 words. 

Imagine that you got the chance to fulfil your dream.

What would it be like if everything went according to your dream?

Describe how a day in your life would change.
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must
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Proper and Common Nouns

Write the definitions:

Instruction:

Common noun--_______________________________________________________

Proper noun--________________________________________________________

 In the following sentences, underline proper nouns and circle common nouns.

1. In July, my family visited Warangal, in Andhra Pradesh.

2. Gandhiji was born in Porbandar in Gujarat.

3. My puppy is named Moti.

4. Sammy and Mary cleaned the stage before the play.

5. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.

6. Ice cream, cake and cookies were served at the picnic.

7. Tina cleared the table while Kavita washed the dishes.

8. Mom put a silver star on my spelling test.

9. On the wall in our bedroom, Dad hung a colorful poster of the alphabet.

10. The fish took the bait!

11. This Saturday, we are painting the hall at school.

12. English is my favourite subject!
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Find the adjectives in the sentence and fill in the blank with the 
corresponding adverb.

1. This girl is very quiet. She leaves the house very _____________

2. Ravi is happy. He smiles ___________________

3. Our teacher was angry. She spoke to us ___________________

4. Her voice sounds beautiful. She sang _____________________

5. He is a careful worker. He works ___________
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     New Words

adhere:

incentive:

encouragement: 

 hold on to

 
something that 
encourages people to 
work

words or actions that 
give someone 
confidence or hope

We all have hopes and dreams in life.
What is your dream?

 Hopes and Dreams

Answer the questions

 

We all have our hopes and dreams, 

It makes life seem worthwhile! 

If we can adhere to that thought most of the time, 

We'd go that extra mile! 

Everyone needs an incentive, in order to

reach their goal,

It's worth fighting for. 

To have someone who, will stand by you, 

could you ask for anything more? 

When you have encouragement, 

you begin to believe in yourself,

There's nothing you cannot undertake or do. 

So...keep up your hopes, 

believe in your dreams,

one day, it will, all come true! 

Write about 2 to 3 sentences about a person who has encouraged you to follow your dream.

- Audrey Heller

1) Who is the speaker in the poem?

2) What does the poet want you to do?

3) When do you start believing in yourself?
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Hopes and Dreams 

Makes life  worthwhile!

We'd go that extra mile! 

It's worth fighting for. 

you begin to believe in yourself.

Our Hopes and Dreams

Write Your Hopes and Dreams in the Flow Chart given
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Note to the Teacher
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The refusal

Why is Nature

Sacred?

102

Relatives

in Nature

The request
Who is a stranger?The beauty of Nature

Opening statement

Meaning of the

concluding remarks My Responses
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sub:

Dear/Sir/Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss

Body of letter

Closing

Yours faithfully 

Name __________

Designation

Enc:

CC:
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The sun descending in the west,

The evening star does shine,

The birds are silent in their nest,

And I must seek for mine

The moon, like a flower

In heaven’s high bower,

With silent delight, 

Sits and smiles on the night.

NIGHT

-By William Blake

Star
heaven

bird

moon

night

sun
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Skim and Scan

Rivers

Fill in the blanks.

Start skimming this passage - make your eyes move over the lines. 

Try to read as fast as you can. What is it about?

The river's murmur is the voice of my father's father. The rivers 

quench our thirst. The rivers carry our boats, and they feed our 

children. If we sell you our land, you must teach your children to 

respect the water as a close relative. You must give the rivers the 

kindness that you give to each other.

Which words and phrases seem important in this passage?

They are underlined. Put them in this table by grouping them into 

verbs and nouns.

Verbs Nouns

quench t

carry b

feed c

sell l

teach c

respect w

give r

give k
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Now, answer the following questions  in one word or phrase.

1. What do rivers do?__________________, ____

and__________________.

2. What must we give  the rivers?

We must give_____________________________

Run your eyes quickly over the first paragraph of 

Once upon a time, there lived an old man and his wife all alone in a 

small village. They had no children. One day the old 

man was walking along the road when he heard the 

sound of wings. Following the sound he found a 

beautiful white crane caught in a snare.

What is the key sentence? Fill in.

They...........................................................

Which phrase introduces the theme of the story?

A beautiful ................................................

Were  they  easy  to  answer?

' The Fairy 

Crane'.
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 'I can, I did' 

Student's Activity Record   

   Subject:

Sl.No Date Lesson 
No.

Topic of the 
Lesson

Activities Remarks



Standard Six

Term II

53



1
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to the

Note to the Teacher

content, to under

teacher and her students through the biography of a person, Helen Keller

.
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What

Which

want her student Helen to do?
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cult for the differently-abled               

Helen Keller sun glasses 

created by Chinese company           

Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan 

on a U.S postage stamp     

What do you learn from Helen’s attitude towards life?

Project

Picture Album 

In groups, work together to 

find pictures of Hellen Keller 

and Anne Sullivan. Create a 

photo collage on chart papers, 

binding the pages together to 

create an album. 



Let’s have fun

  Santa came out of the 

exam hall very sad and told 

his friend, “I don’t know the 

past tense of ‘Think’.

I thought and thought and 

finally wrote ‘Thonk’ ”.

___________________
___________________

___________________
___________________
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words. One example   

he verbs underlined are in the Simple Past Tense.



List similar 

words that you

can make and stick

pictures in your scrap

book.
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FILL - IN THE BLANKS
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Look around you. Each one of us is unique. All of us have different abilities, 

different talents, different strengths. Each of us has a different dream, too! 

Find how many different abilities your classmates have. Make a list of what their 

dreams are. Build a relationship with one child whom you feel is different from you. 

keep a journal. See whether your views change.
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tells us about  

Supplementary Reader

hildren in her hometown,             

at Madurai District. She has won many medals for her achievements 

in athletics.

,

- Rajalakshmi.
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to

"Try to imagine how you would feel if you were suddenly stricken 

blind today. Picture yourself stumbling and groping at noonday as in the 

night; your work, your independence, gone. In that dark world wouldn't you 

be glad if a friend took you by the hand and said, "Come with me and I will 

teach you how to do some of the things you used to do when you could see?" 

That is just the kind of friend the American Foundation is going to be to all 

the blind in this country if seeing people will give it the support it must 

have". - Helen Keller

Helen Keller & Anne Sullivan

Role Play

With a partner, you will take turns playing the 

roles of Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan. One partner 

from each group will be blindfolded and asked by their 

partner to do certain tasks (go to the board, pick up a 

pen, etc.). Then, you will switch roles. After the 

activity, discuss the below questions with your partner.  

What were some of the challenges you faced 

when playing Helen Keller? How did it feel to be blind? 

What was it like to guide a person who is blind? What were some 

challenges you faced when giving your partner instructions? 

Afterwards, write down a few sentences about your discussion. 
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In this unit, an attempt has been made to create a sense of 

involvement with the beauty of nature and to open the learner's mind 

to the ways in which it enriches our  lives. How the use of language 

may add a touch of humour to the text. The second part of this unit 

has poems that glorify the special relationships regardless of 

changing times – one's relationship with one's mother and 

grandmother. The questions asked in this unit help the child reflect 

on his/her relationship with older people.

Note to the Teacher
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Prose

Ruskin Bond, resident of Mussoorie, is a well-known 

writer of fiction and non-fiction. This story is from his 

collection of short stories, essays and poems titled ' Animal 

Stories'

Most Himalayan villages lie in valleys, where there are small streams, 

some farmland, and protection from the biting winds that come through the 

mountain passes in winter. The houses are usually made of large stones and 

have sloping slate roofs so the heavy monsoon rain can run off easily. During 

the sunny months, the roofs are often covered with pumpkins, left there to 

ripen in the sun.

One October night, when I was sleeping at a friend's house in a village 

in these hills, I was awakened by a rumbling and thumping on the roof. I woke 

my friend and asked him what was happening.

'It's only a bear,' he said.

'Is it trying to get in?'

'No. It's after the pumpkins.'

A little later, when we looked out through the window, we saw a black 

bear making off through the field, leaving a trail of half-eaten pumpkins.

In winter, when snow covers the higher ranges, the Himalayan bears 

come to lower altitudes in search of food. Sometimes they forage in fields 

and because they are shortsighted and suspicious of anything that moves, 

they can be dangerous. But, like most wild animals, they avoid humans as much 

as possible.

Village folk always advise me to run downhill if chased by a bear. They 

say bears find it easier to run uphill than down. I am yet to be chased by a 

bear, and will happily skip the experience. But I have seen a few of these 

mountain bears in India, and they are always fascinating to watch.

Himalayan bears enjoy pumpkins, corn, plums and apricots. Once, while 

I was sitting in an oak tree hoping to see a pair of pine martens that lived 

nearby, I heard the whining grumble of a bear, and presently a small bear 

ambled into the clearing beneath the tree.        

Those three bears  
  - an excerpt – by Ruskin Bond
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He was little more than a cub, and I was not alarmed. I sat very still, waiting to see 

what he would do.

He put his nose to the ground and sniffed his 

way along until he came to a large anthill. Here he began 

huffing and puffing, blowing rapidly in and out of his 

nostrils, so that the dust from the anthill flew in all 

directions. But the anthill had been deserted, and so, 

grumbling, the bear made his way up a nearby plum 

tree. Soon it was perched high in the branches. It was 

then that he saw me.

The bear at once scrambled several feet higher up the tree and lay flat on a 

branch. Since it wasn't a very big branch, there was a lot of bear showing on either side. 

He tucked his head behind another branch. He could no longer see me, so he apparently 

was satisfied that he was hidden, although he couldn't help grumbling.

Like all bears, this one was full of curiosity. So, slowly, inch by inch, his black snout 

appeared over the edge of the branch. As soon as he saw me, he drew his head back and 

hid his face.

He did this several times. I waited until he wasn't looking, and then moved some 

way down my tree. When the bear looked over and saw that I was missing, he was so 

pleased that he stretched right across to another branch and helped himself to a plum. I 

couldn't help bursting into laughter.

The startled young bear tumbled out of the tree, dropped through the branches 

some fifteen feet, and landed with a thump in a pile of dried leaves. He was unhurt, but 

fled from the clearing, grunting and squealing all the way.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New words and meanings:

Slate –

Pumpkin –

Forage –

Shortsighted –

Suspicious –

Whining –

Snout –

Scrambled –

Fascinating – 

Curiosity –

a dark grey stone. A single flat piece of slate that is used with others 

for covering a roof.

a large round vegetable with thick orange skin and large seeds.

search for food in a wide area.

seeing clearly only things near you. 

making you believe something is bad.

complain in an annoying way.

long nose of an animal. 

climb with difficulty.

making you very interested or attracted.

a strong feeling of wanting to know something. 
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Let us understand

Let us remember

Discuss and answer these questions.

Look at the following compound words from the lesson. A new word is formed by adding 

two different words.

Now make compound words with the following: choose from the box given below

Choose the correct ending to complete the sentence.

a. go up the hill to play

b. come to lower altitudes in search of food

c. hunt for fish in the snow

a. curiosity

b. bravery

c. kindness

a. jumped on the anthill

b. pulled out a pumpkin 

c. tumbled out of the tree

1. Describe a Himalayan village.

2. Why do their houses have sloping roofs?

3. What advice did the village folk give the author about bears?

4. What happened to the startled bear?

5. In a paragraph write about what you have learnt about the Himalayan 

bear.

Farm + land = farmland

Short + sighted = shortsighted

 port    flower   where   flies  ball   bone   mother  time

Some   + ____________    = _____________________

Any     + ____________ = _____________________

Grand  + ____________    = _____________________

Back    + ____________    = _____________________

Butter + ____________    = _____________________

Air      + ____________   = _____________________

Sun + ____________   = _____________________

Foot + ____________    = _____________________

1. In winter, when snow covers the higher ranges, the Himalayan bears

2. Like all bears, this one was full of

3. The startled young bear
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Let us revise

Adjectives

Adverbs

In the following paragraph, circle the adverbs!

Select words from the box and complete these sentences.

Write one word from the lesson against each to describe the following.

1. stones

      

2. passes

3. animals

4. leaves

5. folk

Today I helped my mom cook dinner. We carefully cut the vegetables and slowly 

placed them into a boiling pot of water. We patiently let them cook through. I eagerly 

waited for my next job, which was to gently sprinkle spices into the soup. But, I 

accidentally poured in too much cumin. I quietly told my mom my mistake, and she told 

me, as a child, she had made the same mistake.

      

1. The woodcutter was tired. He slept ______________ for five hours.

2. Mrs. Sinha is very old and weak. She walks __________________.

3. The students were late for class. The headmaster talked to them 

______________.

4. The waves washed away her sandcastle. She stared at the sea 

________________. 

An adverb is a word that tells us how, where and when an action takes place. 

slowly   soundly      sternly   sadly
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Look at the words underlined:
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Nobody's Like You, Mom
  

Nobody's quite like you, Mom.

You're special in every way.

You cheer me up; you fill my cup

With tenderness, come what may.

Nobody loves me like you, Mom.

No matter what I do,

Good or bad, happy or sad,

You support me; You always come through.

Nobody's equal to you, Mom.

With you in my life, I'm blessed.

I love you so, and I want you to know

I think you're the very best!

By Joanna Fuchs (pronounced as 'fooks')

READ AND ENJOY
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Make an animal mask or a puppet.

Create your own story and enact or present it in class.

         
            

I will never know the pain

Hard to comprehend for my brain

................. Trust me Mom

I won’t let it go in vain

I was a star ever since 

I was there in your womb

                      

READ AND ENJOY
Mother’s Love

- D. Kings Lee

Project

Prepare Mother's 

Day card and 

write a short note 

(Poem or 

expression) and 

present it to your 

Mother.
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Fun Corner

Everybody wants to go to heaven

But nobody wants to die!

Everybody wants to pass

But no one is ready to study.

      Ashwin Aadithya
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 'I can, I did' 

Student's Activity Record   

   Subject:

Sl.No Date Lesson 
No.

Topic of the 
Lesson

Activities Remarks



 TERM III

 STANDARD SIX

77



Note to the Teacher

In this unit, an attempt has been made to open the door to the 

world of literature through a story from Ruskin Bond's book 'The 

Cherry tree'. This unit allows a young learner to ask what his or her 

response to a piece of work really is and to acknowledge it. Vivian 

Gould's beautiful poem 'With a friend' is intended to help the child look 

at his or her relationship with peers.
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1

The Cherry Tree

- Ruskin Bond

One day, when Rakhi was six, she walked home from the Musoorie bazaar 

eating cherries. They were a little sweet, a little sour- small, bright red cherries 

that had come all the way from the Kashmir valley. 

There were not many fruit trees in the Himalayan foothills of northern 

India where Rakhi lived with her grandfather. The soil was stony, and only on the 

more sheltered slopes were there forests of oak and deodar.

By the time Rakhi reached her grandfather's cottage, there were three 

cherries left. "Have a cherry, Dada," she said when she saw her grandfather in 

the garden.

Grandfather took a cherry, and Rakhi promptly ate the other two. She 

kept the last seed in her mouth for a long time, rolling it around on her tongue 

until the tang had gone. Then she placed the seed on the palm of her hand and 

studied it.

Ruskin Bond is a renowned children's writer. He has written 

many short novels, stories, poems and journals. He has spent 

most of his life in the Garhwali hill station of Mussoorie.
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Bazaar

Cherry 

Sour

Oak

Sheltered

Cottage 

Tang 

 – market

– a small round or black fruit with

a large seed inside.

 – not sweet, having an unpleasant

taste or smell

 – a large tree found in the Northern

countries

 – covered or protected from

bad weather or danger.

– small house usually in the

countryside

– a strong, sharp pleasant taste or

smell



Are cherry seeds lucky?" she asked.

"Of course," said Grandfather.

"Then I'll keep it."

"Nothing is lucky if you put it away. You must make it work for you."

"What can I do with a seed?"

"Plant it!"

Rakhi went to the corner of the garden, where the earth was 

soft and yielding, and pressed the seed into the soil with her 

thumb. It went right in.

When it was winter in the hills, a cold wind blew and the 

garden was bare. In the evenings Grandfather and Rakhi sat 

outside near a charcoal fire, and Grandfather told stories- 

about people who turned into animals, ghosts that lived in 

trees, and beans that jumped and stones that wept.

One spring morning Rakhi bent to pick up what she thought 

was a small twig in the garden and found it was rooted. She 

stared at it for a moment, then ran to fetch Grandfather, 

calling, "Dada, come and look. The cherry tree has come up!"

Grandfather bent almost in half to peer down at the tiny 

tree. It was 

about four 

inches high. 

"Yes, it's a 

c h e r r y  t r e e , "  s a i d  

Grandfather. "You should 

water it now and then."

Rakhi gave it a sprinkling 

and circled it with pebbles.

"What are the pebbles for?" 

Grandfather asked.

"For privacy," Rakhi said. 

Charcoal

ghosts

peer 

privacy

twig 

 – a black 

substance made 

from burnt wood, 

used as a fuel

 – spirit of a 

dead person which 

appears to people 

who are alive

– look carefully

pebbles – small 

stones

 – the 

freedom to do 

things without other   

people watching you 

or knowing what you                   

are doing

– small, thin 

branch of a tree
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She looked at the tree every morning, but it did not seem to be growing. So 

she stopped looking at it- except once in a while, quickly, out of the corner of her 

eye.

That year the monsoon rains came early, and Rakhi plodded 

to and from school under her umbrella. Even when it wasn't raining, 

the trees dripped as the mist came curling up the valley. The 

cherry tree grew quickly.

It was about two feet high when a goat entered the garden 

and ate the leaves. Only the main stem and two thin branches 

remained. 

"Never mind," said Grandfather, seeing that Rakhi was 

upset. "It will grow again. Cherry trees are tough."

Toward the end of the rainy season, new leaves appeared on the tree. Then 

a runaway cart rumbled down the hill and snapped the young tree in half. 

"Will it die?" asked Rakhi.

"It might," admitted Grandfather.

But the cherry tree did not 

die. By the time summer came 

around again, it had sent out 

several new shoots. Even 

when there was rain, Rakhi 

would sometimes water the 

tree. She wanted it to know 

that she was there. 

One day Rakhi found a hairy 

caterpillar on the tree. It 

was making a meal of the 

leaves. The girl removed it 

quickly and dropped it over 

the wall. "Come back when 

you're a butterfly,"  she said. 

crept

miracle 

 – moved 

quietly

– an 

event 

surprising and 

difficult to 

believe

Deodar Tree
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One February it 

was Rakhi's birthday. She 

was ten, and the tree was 

nearly four but taller than 

the girl. Then on a sunny 

morning Grandfather 

came into the garden to 

"let some warmth get into 

my old bones," as he put it. 

He stopped in front of the 

cherry tree, stared at it 

for a few moments, and 

called out: "Rakhi, come and look!"

Rakhi dashed over to see a pale pink blossom at the end of a branch. They 

gazed at this little miracle. 

The following year there were more blossoms. The tree overshadowed 

Rakhi, even though it was less than half her age. That summer there were small 

cherries on the tree. Rakhi tasted one and spat it out. 

"It's too sour," she said.

"They'll be better next year," Grandfather replied. 

One afternoon Rakhi went to the garden and rested beneath the tree. She 

gazed up through the leaves at the blue dome of the sky. She could see the 

mountain disappearing into the clouds. She was still lying beneath the tree when 

the evening shadows crept across the garden. 

Grandfather came and sat down, and they waited in silence until the stars 

came out.

"Just one small seed," said Rakhi, and she touched the smooth bark of the 

tree she had grown. She ran her hand along the branch and put her finger to the 

tip of a leaf.

"How it changed!" she said. 

"Just like you," smiled Grandfather.

Night settled on the foothills, and Rakhi looked at the tree spread against 

Oak Tree
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the starry sky. She said to herself, "One day I will tell my children how Dada and 

I planted this cherry tree many years ago when I was six."

1. Rakhi lived in 

a) Kashmir Valley b) Mussoorie c) Shimla

2. The soil found in the  Himalayan foothills  was

a) fertile b) black c) stony

3. Why did Rakhi put pebbles around the tiny tree? For ________

a) fun  b) privacy c) heat

4. When Rakhi was ten years old, the young cherry tree was _______

a) 2 years old  b) four years old c) six years old

5. The tree overshadowed Rakhi…

It means that the tree … 

a) gave her shade b) was larger than her 

c) was smaller than her

1. By the time Rakhi reached her grandfather's cottage, there were two 

cherries left.

2. Rakhi went to the corner of the garden where the earth was soft and 

yielding.

3. The plant was about four foot high when a goat entered the garden and 

ate the leaves.

4. That summer there were small cherries on the tree. Rakhi tasted one 

and ate it up.

1. She kept the last seed in her mouth for a long time,

______________________________________________________

Let us understand (Tick the right answer)

Say whether the following statements are 'true' or ' false'

Complete these sentences from the lesson
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2. One spring morning Rakhi bent to pick up what she thought was a

______________________________________________________

3. She looked at the tree every morning, but

______________________________________________________

4. Then a runaway cart rumbled down the hill and 

______________________________________________________

5. She gazed through the leaves at 

______________________________________________________

1. Describe the cherries that Rakhi had bought.

2. Why did Rakhi keep the last seed in her mouth for a long time?

3. Where in the garden did she plant the seed?

4. What did Rakhi and her Grandpa do in the winter evenings?

1. Nothing is lucky if you put it away.'

2.  'For privacy'

3. Just one small seed'

4.  Just like you'

1. small

a) tiny b) big c) scary

2. end

a) finish b) start c) new

3. warmth

a) cold b) heat c) love

4. better 

a) healthier b) worse          c) recovered

Answer the questions

Who said it to whom and why?

Fun with words - Circle the antonyms (opposites)
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Let us learn

Sentence pattern: SV  IO  DO

Rakhi              gave         Grandfather        a cherry.

Subject(s)    + verb(v)      + object            + object

o

o

b b

ku

r

p

c

h

e

r r

r

y

e e

a b

n

g

s

z z
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Rakhi              gave         Grandfather        a cherry.

Give the patterns for the following sentences
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Who is a true friend?

Not just who says ‘Hello!’ as a trend

A person who thoroughly knows you

In spite of your weakness loves you

Whenever you are in danger

Unlike others waits no longer 

Comes to your rescue when needed

And gives you counsel when heeded

All your secrets, in whom you confide

In sorrow, a solace you will find

Your joys increase as you share

With a friend so faithful and loving care 

    

A True Friend

-D. Margaret Emily 

Make a greeting card and 

decorate.

Send a message to your 

close friend on friendship 

day.

Craft Corner

Read and Enjoy
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around his waist and lifted him gently up and down. After Kari did
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Draw or paste the

picture of your

animal friend 

held and lifted him up and down, _________.
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Note to the Teacher

 world of food through the use of an African folk tale. Wasting food 

material is a matter of concern for all and this has been dealt in this 

unit. The poem by Emma Richards can make the children to think it 

over and to be compassionate towards the poor.

There is a functional enrichment activity and there are              

suggestions for projects as well.
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2

Why the sky is far away?

Raman looked at the food in his 

lunch box and made a face. "Idli and 

chutney and chutney and idli again," he 

said to his friend Bhim."

Bhim gave his own lunch a critical 

look and frowned. "You think that's 

bad," he said, "I've got bread and jam 

again. It's the third time this week!"

They pushed the food aside. "We can get something at the burger place 

after school," Raman said. They concentrated on studying for their English test 

instead of eating. English was next period, and Mr. Frank had a reputation for 

giving difficult tests. When the bell rang, they dropped their uneaten lunches 

into the garbage. Mr. Frank was standing nearby. "Not hungry, guys?" he asked. 

They shook their heads and hurried off to class.

When the test was over, there were still ten minutes left in the period. Mr. 

Frank stood at the front of the class.

"Before you leave today," he said, leaning against the desk, "I'd like to 

share an old African folktale with you. I think you'll find this one interesting. It's 

called 'Why the Sky Is Far Away'":

Long ago the sky was close to the Earth. Men and women did not have to 

plant their own food. Instead, when they were hungry, they just reached up and 

broke off a piece of the sky to eat. Sometimes the sky tasted like ripe bananas. 

Other times it tasted like roasted potatoes. The sky was always delicious.

People spent their time making beautiful cloth. They painted beautiful 

pictures and sang songs at night. The grand king, Oba, had a wonderful palace. His 

servants made beautiful shapes out of pieces of sky.
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Many people in the kingdom did not use the gift of the sky wisely. When 

they took more than they could eat, the sky became angry. Some people threw 

the extra pieces into the garbage.

Early one morning the angry sky turned dark. Black clouds hung over the 

land, and a great sky voice said to all the people, "You are wasting my gift of food. 

Do not take more than you can eat. I don't want to see pieces of me in the garbage 

anymore or I will take my gift away."

The king and the people trembled with fear. King Oba 

said, "Let's be careful about how much food we take." 

For a long time, all the people were careful.

But one man named Adami wasn't careful. At festival 

time, he took so many delicious pieces of sky that he 

couldn't eat them all. He knew he must not throw them 

away.

He tried to give the pieces to his wife. "Here, wife," 

Adami said. "You eat the rest."

"I can't," Adami's wife said. "I'm too full."

Adami asked all his children to help him eat the delicious pieces of sky, but 

the children couldn't eat one more bite. So Adami decided to try to hide the 

pieces at the bottom of the garbage pile.

Suddenly, the sky became angry and the clouds 

turned black. "You have wasted my gift of food again," 

yelled the sky. "This time I will go away so you cannot 

waste me anymore."

All of the people cried, "What will we eat? We 

might starve!"

The sky said, "You will have to learn how to plant 

crops in the ground and hunt in the forests. If you work 

hard, you may learn not to waste the gifts of nature."

Everyone watched as the sky sailed away. From 

that time on, they worked hard to grow their food and 

cook their meals. They always tried to remember not to 

Critical

Apologetic 

Delicious 

Reputation

Slouched 

 – important, 

judgemental

– sorry

– tasty, yummy

 – character, 

opinion

- to sit, walk, or 

stand with your 

shoulders bent forwards 

and your head low so that  

you look lazy
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waste the gifts of nature.

The bell rang for the next period. "That's the end," Mr. Frank said, 

smiling. He looked at Raman and Bhim.

"What did you think of the story?" he asked. They slouched in their chairs 

and looked apologetic.

"We get the message," they said, smiling. "No more lunches in the 

garbage!"

1) According to the folktale, Adami is 

a) Thankful b) Honest c) Obedient d) Greedy

2) According to the folktale, why does the sky become angry with the 

villagers? What lesson does he want them to learn?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

3) Read this sentence from the story

'Bhim gave his own lunch a critical look and frowned'

What does 'critical' mean?

a) Judgemental b) Funny c) Hungry d) quick

4) According to the folktale, what happens when Adami cannot finish all of 

the food he has taken?

a) He asks King Oba to help him finish eating the food.

b) He saves some of the pieces of food for his meal the next day.

c) He tries to hide the pieces of food at the bottom of the garbage pile.

d) His wife and children offer to eat the rest of the pieces for him.

5) The beginning of the story takes place 

a) In the school cafeteria b) In Mr. Frank's class

c) In Africa d) In the school library

6) Read this sentence from the story

'They slouched in their chairs and looked apologetic'

What is an antonym for the word 'slouched'?

Answer the Following
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a) Drooped b) Ran c) Straightened d) Leaned

   slouched        __________?

7) Based on the end of the story, what do you think Raman and Bhim will 

do next?

a) Stop bringing their lunches to school

b) Be more careful not to waste food

c) Eat lunch at the burger place more often

d) Share their food with the other students

8) Why do you think Mr. Frank tells the class the African folktale?

1. critical

1) important 2) tasteless 3) loud

2. reputation

1) hidden  2) opinion  3) disease

3. Interesting

1) Boring   2) fascinating   3) lucky

4. Delicious

1) Ugly   2) hard   3) tasty

5. Slouched 

1) follow   2) straighten  3) lazy way of sitting 

i) Nourished a) unfortunate

ii) Fortunate b) forgot

Tick the correct meaning

Match words with the correct antonyms
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iii) Healthy c) destroy

iv) Remembered d) malnourished

v) Preserve e) unhealthy

co,  un,  ness,   in,  dis,  im

a) different _____________________

b) _____________  natural

c) alert _____________________

d) _____________ unhealthy

e) _____________ polite/ pure

f) _____________ approve/ agree

1. This lesson is about

a) the hungry sky b) not wasting food

2. Mr. Frank was known for giving

a)  difficult test b)  tasty dishes

3. King Oba's servants 

a) spent their time making beautiful cloth

b) made beautiful shapes out of pieces of sky

4. Adami  asked his children to help him eat the delicious pieces of sky…. 

because he 

a) knew he must not throw them away

b) was not afraid of the king

1. The meal you have in the morning __________.

2. The afternoon meal _________.

3. What you eat in between meals __________.

4. The meal you have at night ________.

5. Something sweet you have at the end of a meal __________.

Fill in the blanks using the correct suffixes and prefixes

Let us understand

Select the words from the box

RIDDLE CORNER

Who am I?

1. I am a ball of leaves.

2.I am long, orange in 

colour and shaped like a 

cone.

3. I am slender and long, 

like the fingers of a lady.

4. When you cut me up, I 

make you weep.

5. I wear a green crown, 

purple in colour and oval 

in shape.
(carrot, brinjal, cabbage, lady's 

finger, onion)

lunch, snacks, dinner, breakfast, dessert
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Fill in and Share this comparison map

Talking together [in small groups]

Thinking further – Discuss, think, write

On how we can stop wastage of food at home, in school and in a hotel.

Write in about 200 words the importance of 'Eating to live' and not 'Living to 

eat'
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RIDDLE CORNER

Who am I?

1. I am soft, round and red

    in colour.

2. I am brown and grow

    under the ground.

3. I am small, round and

    green and live with my 

    brothers in a pod.

4. I am white in colour and

    shaped like a cone.

5. I look like a top. On top I

    am white and at the 

    bottom, violet. I am 

    neither a raddish nor 

    a beetroot.

( raddish, peas, turnip, 

potato, tomato )

prepare
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When you're cooking in the kitchen,

You're learning all the while --

To pour and measure, mix and stir

And sift flour into a pile.

Scrub your hands before you start

Then gather up the gear --

Like pots'n pans and measuring cups

That you use throughout the year.

Go over the recipe, step-by-step,

So you'll know just what to do.

By carefully following the directions,

It won't be hard for you.

Have a hot pad handy

And an adult standing by --

So you won't hurt yourself

When using the stove or baking a pie.

Besides the fun and learning,

There's always cleaning up to do,

And even though it's quite a chore,

It's part of cooking too.

But after all the work is done,

It will soon be time for dinner.

And when someone asks for seconds,

You'll know you've cooked a winner!

- anonymous

Cooking

To cook and eat

To cook and eat

Is an art,

Yet a part

Of everyday life.

We take it for granted

not knowing, 

not caring,

that others

may not have this thing

which we so foolishly 

waste.

- Emma Richards (aged 12)
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Comprehension Passage

Different Cultures

Words and meanings

Amy's school needed to have a fundraiser so they could earn money to buy 

more computers.

Amy knew that many of her classmates' families were from different 

countries around the world. They had many special traditions, spoke many 

different languages, and ate many different types of foods.

Amy had a brilliant idea for a fundraiser! She suggested that every 

student could bring in their favourite dish and hold an ethnic dinner night. She 

knew parents and members of the community would be glad to pay money in order 

to try foods from all over the world!

“That's a great idea,” Amy's teacher said. “Let's call it 'Dinner around the 

World'.”

Amy brought in her favourite meal, chicken with mashed potatoes.

Her friend Amina was from Ethiopia, an African country. She brought in 

stewed meat with spices over rice pilaf with Ethiopian bread.

Ibrahim, from Morocco, brought a dish of spiced grilled lamb over white 

rice with fried eggplant and hummus with pita bread.

Juan, from Mexico, brought chicken fajitas with Spanish rice and tortilla 

chips with cheese dip.

Rajat, whose family is from India, brought in chicken curry over rice with 

raita, a sauce of yogurt mixed with cucumber.

Anita, a vegetarian, brought a meal with no meat. She brought lentil soup, 

dinner rolls, and a salad.

The fundraiser was a great success. Everyone enjoyed seeing, smelling, 

and tasting foods from so many different cultures.

Fundraiser - a social event organized to make money for a specific purpose

community - the people who live in an area

ethnic – national, cultural

tortilla - a type of thin flat Mexican bread that is often rolled or folded and filled 

with cheese, beans, or meat 

Salad - a mixture of raw vegetables cut into pieces
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Answer the questions

1. What did the teacher name Amy's idea for the fundraiser?

2. Where is Amina from?

3. What did Ibrahim bring?

4. What is raita?

5. Why did Amy's school need to raise money?

6. Why did Anita choose to bring lentil soup, dinner  rolls and salad?

Guess and Check

Match the food items with the exercises suggested for burning the calories to 

balance the pans.

102

1 
Omlette with cheese and 

vegetables - 250 calories 
a 30 minutes gardening

2 
3 cups raw vegetables 

assorted – 160 calories 
b 30 minutes aerobics

3 
1 medium sized portion 

of chips - 270 calories 
c 30 minutes swimming

4 
Boiled potato with 

peel – 220 calories  
d 40 minutes salsa dancing

Pasta with sauce – (150 g) 

190 calories 
e 30 minutes tennis

Food Item (Intake) Exercise (Output)

5 
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Soup n salad
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